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Biographies REFLECTIONS IN THE WATER-MIRROR:
 TURNING THE TIDE OF DESTINY

COMMENTARY BY THE VENERABLE MASTER HUA

ENGLISH TRANSLATED BY  BHIKSHU JIN YAN

A Brief  Introduction to the Teaching School
(Continued)

The Four Teachings of Tiantai. Within the Teaching School, there is one 
school of thought called the Tiantai School, which specializes in the Four 
Teachings: the Storehouse Teaching, the Interconnected Teaching, the Specifi c 
Teaching, and the Perfect Teaching. Sometimes in addition to these four, there 
are four more teachings: the Sudden, the Gradual, the Esoteric, and the Unfi xed 
-- altogether they make up the Eight Teachings. The Tiantai School specifi cally 
explains the Wonderful Dharma Lotus Flower Sutra, taking this sutra as the basis 
for its fundamental teaching doctrines. 

The Five Teachings of Xianshou. The Xianshou School takes the Flower 
Adornment Sutra as its fundamental teaching doctrine. It has Five Teachings: the 
Small, the Initial, the Final, the Sudden, and the Perfect. The Consciousness-
only School and the Dharma-mark School. The Consciousness-only School 
specializes in expounding on how all the myriad dharmas arise solely from 
the consciousnesses, while the Dharma-mark School particularly studies and 
investigates the marks or attributes of all dharmas. Each has its own strength. 
Each school has its own good points and its well-established principles. 

It may not be the case that the people in each school regard their school 
as superior and other schools as inferior. It may not be the case that when 
people study in a certain school, they say their school is the best, and that all the 
other schools are inferior. That may not necessarily be the case. But they may 
still occasionally think highly of themselves and scorn others. Still they will 
occasionally say that others are wrong and treat themselves well and treat others 
badly. 

That is why this situation pains the heart of ‘bright-eyed’ good and 
wise teachers, causing them headaches. Often there are some good and wise 
teachers who have opened their Five Eyes and have attained the Six Spiritual 
Powers, who, upon seeing this situation, feel pain in their hearts and get 
headaches. When they feel the pain, they frown as if having a headache. The 
Chinese word “ji shou” means headache or ailment in the head. To see that the 
school has become so dispirited (the chord of the teaching-net has not been 
taken up). What is meant by “chord”? The chord refers to that of a net. The 
Chinese idiom “ti gang qi ling” means that by taking up the chord at one end, 
one will be able to pull in the whole net, and by grasping the collar, one will be 
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able to straighten one’s clothes. So, the teachers sigh because there is no one to 
take up the “chord of the teaching-net” –– the teaching is not able to spread 
and be honored. And true talents are so rare to be found. Those who truly 
understand Buddhadharma are very few and diffi cult to fi nd. This also means 
that those who are truly selfl ess are diffi cult to fi nd –– unselfi sh people are 
extremely diffi cult to come by. Hence, these good teachers, with their own 
conduct or practice, set a good example for others. Hence, these good and 
wise teachers use their own exemplary conduct to set a standard for others 
– they lead by setting a good example with their own conduct. 

Perhaps they practice the ascetic dhutanga practices. They practice 
dhutanga by eating only one meal a day before noon or sleeping underneath 
a tree. Dhutanga is a Sanskrit word which means mustering one’s vigor and 
spirit. One strikes up the spirit to cultivate. Or the Six Paramitas. They 
may practice the Six Paramitas of giving, patience, upholding precepts, vigor, 
dhyana-samadhi, and wisdom. Or they exemplify perseverance –they fall 
down a hundred times, then they stand back up a hundred times. No 
matter what kind of diffi culty or hardship they encounter, they always keep 
their back straight. Someone may make one hundred attempts to break his 
back but will not be able to even bend him over –– he will remain as straight 
as ever.  Or they willingly undergo myriad sufferings. Whatever makes 
people suffer or become affl icted, they are also willing to undergo. It is not 
the case that they say: “Oh, I have been cultivating for two and a half days 
and that is enough!” I have not been enlightened yet, so as for you, you have 
just practiced for three days and you do not get enlightened, how much more 
that is for the case of two and a half days. Even at the expense of shattering 
their bodies to pieces or pounding their bones to powder –– they will not 
cringe or shun them. Even if they have to endure their bodies being ground 
to pieces as tiny as dust particles, they will not shirk their hardships out of 
fear. They won’t say, “I won’t do this because I am scared!” They won’t have 
fear like this. 

They may keep urging themselves on courageously. You can see that they 
are as vigorous as ever –– moment after moment, they press on with courage. 
Or they may make vast and profound vows. Why are they courageous and 
vigorous? Because the resolves and vows they make are exceptionally great and 
profound. They are able to follow their vow power and do things without 
cringing. When they undergo suffering, they suffer the same as others; it 
does not mean that they do not feel the pain or suffer. Even if it is the same 

suffering, they still endure it willingly! A good and wise teacher has 
to be this way; therefore, it is not easy to be a good and wise teacher. 
That is the reason why they are extremely rare! Extremely rare!

Or they may forget about themselves and do good for others. 
No matter what they do, they never think of doing anything for 
personal gain. They can let go of themselves –– they give their lives 
away to practice the Bodhisattva Path for the sake of others. So as 
to vastly cross over beings with whom they have affi nities. They 
universally cross over beings with whom they have affi nities. What 
about beings with whom they have no affi nities? They cross them 
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over too. They are included 
along with the beings with 
whom they have affi nities. 
Or they may observe the 
potentials and conditions 
of beings and then teach 
them accordingly. They 
observe the potentials and 
conditions of beings so as 
to “extract” the right kind 
of teaching principles. 
When it is time for them 
to speak the Mahayana, 
they speak the Mahayana; 
when it is right to speak the Lesser Vehicle, they speak the Lesser Vehicle. 
When it is right to speak the Four Noble Truths, they speak the Four Noble 
Truths. When it is right to speak the Twelve Links of Dependent Origination, 
they speak the Twelve Links of Dependent Origination. When it is right to 
speak the Six Paramitas, they speak the Six Paramitas. By dispensing for 
them the right kinds of Dharma-medicine. Whatever medicine benefi ts the 
patient, they dispense accordingly. 

Or they never feel weary or fatigued in their teaching. They exhaust 
all kinds of methods to teach and transform living beings; and no matter how 
tiresome or burdensome or distressing it may be, they never feel weariness or 
aversion. Or they may give away their heads, eyes, brain, or bone marrow. 
They give away their heads, their eyes, their brains, their bone marrow, or 
even their entire bodies. All of these are for the sake of enabling beings 
to return from confusion to their original enlightened nature. Why are 
they this way? To renounce evil and tend towards good, to quickly realize 
Bodhi and perfect the fruition of the sages. Beings whom they teach cast 
off their wrong thoughts, tend towards the right path, and walk the right road. 
Why? So they can realize sagehood sooner and quickly realize Buddhahood. 

In doing so, they may alternate between or mix the Provisional 
Teachings and the Actual Teaching. Because of this, they may either employ 
the dharmas of expedient means or use the dharmas of the Actual Teaching, 
each mutually supporting the other. Or use both the Gradual Teaching 
and the Sudden Teaching. They may use the Sudden Teaching to cause 
you to suddenly awaken, or use the Gradual Teaching to slowly enable you 
to understand. Both methods are used. Their kindness covers even those 
beings with whom they do not have affi nities. Regardless of what beings do, 
with hearts of kindness, they cherish even those with whom they do not have 
affi nities. Their compassion cherishes all beings as being of one substance. 
His mind regards all beings with great compassion as if they are one body, 
with no difference between self and others. Free from discrimination, they are 
willing to help all beings to become Buddhas. 

       Continued on page 12
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Continued from page 17

They produce ‘long and vast tongues’ to teach beings, with 
the patience of a mother who always kindly exhorts her children. 
They may scold you or teach you, yet you don’t like to hear what they 
say; nevertheless, they teach with the heart of a mother as mentioned 
in Chinese “po xin”, which means how a mother regards her children. 
She may scold them at times. Why? Because she cherishes them and 
cares for them, just as the saying goes: “The medicine that cures tastes 
bitter; the advice conducive to one’s conduct sounds displeasing.” 
What is bitter usually can cure -- the medicine you take usually tastes 
bitter and yet it is a good one; the one that tastes sweet does not 
necessarily cure. A mother remonstrates earnestly and kindly because 
she is kind and compassionate. They teach with a tireless zeal and 
discipline themselves with rigor. They do not become lazy when 
teaching others -- as long as there is someone who listens, they will 
teach him untiringly without considering how diffi cult it may be or 
how busy they are. With respect to themselves, they are very rigorous 
and strict, without the least bit of laxness or casualness. When it 
comes to discipline, they direct it towards themselves, using the rules 
to govern themselves, so they do not become free-and-easy, especially 
in their speech. That would not be permissible. This is called being 
rigorous in discipline -- very rigorous. 

They become ‘the dragons or the elephants’ within the 
Dharma. To become “a dragon or an elephant” in Buddhism is a 
fi gure of speech. Both “the dragon” and “the elephant” refer to being 
a good and wise teacher. And hence become exemplary teachers for 
all humans and gods. They become model teachers, not only in the 
human realm, but also in the heavens. They practice the Bodhisattva 
Path for eons after eons without ever resting. From limitless eons 
ago, they have practiced the Bodhisattva Path unceasingly--moment 
after moment, and life after life. 


